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Overtones And Undertones Reading Film Music
Joseph H. Lewis enjoyed a monumental career in many genres, including film noir and B-movies (with the East Side Kids) as well as an
extensive and often overlooked TV career. In The Films of Joseph H. Lewis, editor Gary D. Rhodes, PhD. gathers notable scholars from
around the globe to examine the full range of Lewis's career. While some studies analyze Lewis's work in different areas, others focus on
particular films, ranging from poverty row fare to westerns and "television films." Overall, this collection offers fresh perspectives on Lewis as
an auteur, a director responsible for individually unique works as well as a sustained and coherent style. Essays in part 1 investigate the texts
and contexts that were important to Lewis's film and television career, as contributors explore his innovative visual style and themes in both
mediums. Contributors to part 2 present an array of essays on specific films, including Lewis's remarkable and prescient Invisible Ghost and
other notable films My Name Is Julia Ross, So Dark the Night, and The Big Combo. Part 3 presents an extended case study of Lewis's most
famous and-arguably-most important work, Gun Crazy. Contributors take three distinct approaches to the film: in the context of its genre as
film noir and modernist and postmodernist film; in its relationship to masculinity and masochism; and in terms of ethos and ethics. The Films
of Joseph H. Lewis offers a thorough assessment of Lewis's career and also provides insight into film and television making in the 1930s,
40s, and 50s. Scholars of film and television studies and fans of Lewis's work will appreciate this comprehensive collection.
Despite the long history of music in film, its serious academic study is still a relatively recent development and therefore comprises a limited
body of work. The contributors to this book, drawn from both film studies and musicology, attempt to rectify this oversight by investigating film
music from the vibrant, productive, politically charged period before World War II. They apply a variety of methodologies—including archival
work, close readings, political histories, and style comparison—to this under explored field.
The Critical Dictionary of Film and Television Theory clearly and accessibly explains the major theoretical approaches now deployed in the
study of the moving image, as well as defining key theoretical terms. This dictionary provides readers with the conceptual apparatus to
understand the often daunting language and terminology of screen studies. Entries include: *audience * Homi K. Bhabha * black cinema * the
body * children and media * commodification * cop shows * deep focus * Umberto Eco * the gaze * Donna Haraway * bell hooks *
infotainment * master narrative * medical dramas * morpheme * myth * panopticon * pastiche * pleasure * real time * social realism *
sponsorship * sport on television * subliminal * third cinema * virtual reality Consultant Editors: David Black, USA, William Urricchio, University
of Utrecht, The Netherlands, Gill Branston, Cardiff University, UK ,Elayne Rapping, USA
This book is a major new study - dealing with notions of film music as a device that desires to control its audience, using a most powerful
thing: emotion. The author emphasises the manipulative and ephemeral character of film music dealing not only with traditional orchestral film
music, but also looks at film music's colonisation of television, and discusses pop music in relation to films, and the historical dimensions to
ability to possess audiences that have so many important cultural and aesthetic effects. It challenges the dominant but limited conception of
film music as restricted to film by looking at its use in television and influence in the world of pop music and the traditional restriction of
analysis to 'valued' film music, either from 'name' composers' or from the 'golden era' of Classical Hollywood. Focusing on areas as diverse
as horror, pop music in film, ethnic signposting, television drama and the soundtrack without a film- this is an original study which expands the
range of writing on the subject.
The representation of gender in film remains an intensely debated topic, particularly in academic considerations of US mainstream cinema
where it is often perceived as perpetuating rigid, binary views of gender, and reinforcing patriarchal, dominant notions of masculinity and
femininity. While previous scholarly discussion has focused on visual or narrative portrayals of gender, this book considers the ways that film
sound &quote; music, voice, sound effects and silence &quote; is used to represent gender. Taking a socio-historical approach, Heidi Wilkins
investigates a range of popular US genres including screwball comedy, the road movie and chick flicks to explore the ways that film sound
can reinforce traditional assumptions about masculinity and femininity, impart ambivalent meanings to them, or even challenge and subvert
the notion of gender itself. Case studies include His Girl Friday, Easy Rider and Bridesmaids.
Music in Horror Film is a collection of essays that examine the effects of music and its ability to provoke or intensify fear in this particular
genre of film. Frightening images and ideas can be made even more intense when accompanied with frightening musical sounds, and music
in horror film frequently makes its audience feel threatened and uncomfortable through its sudden stinger chords and other shock effects. The
essays in this collection address the presence of music in horror films and their potency within them. With contributions from scholars across
the disciplines of music and film studies, these essays delve into blockbusters like The Exorcist, The Shining, and The Sixth Sense together
with lesser known but still important films like Carnival of Souls and The Last House on the Left. By leading us with the ear to hear these films
in new ways, these essays allow us to see horror films with fresh eyes.
This handbook provides powerful ways to understand changes in the current media landscape. Media forms and genres are proliferating as
never before, from movies, computer games and iPods to video games and wireless phones. This essay collection by recognized scholars,
practitioners and non-academic writers opens discussion in exciting new directions.
THE ITALIAN CINEMA BOOK is an essential guide to the most important historical, aesthetic and cultural aspects of Italian cinema, from
1895 to the present day. With contributions from 39 leading international scholars, the book is structured around six chronologically organised
sections: THE SILENT ERA (1895–22) THE BIRTH OF THE TALKIES AND THE FASCIST ERA (1922–45) POSTWAR CINEMATIC
CULTURE (1945–59) THE GOLDEN AGE OF ITALIAN CINEMA (1960–80) AN AGE OF CRISIS, TRANSITION AND CONSOLIDATION
(1981 TO THE PRESENT) NEW DIRECTIONS IN CRITICAL APPROACHES TO ITALIAN CINEMA Acutely aware of the contemporary
'rethinking' of Italian cinema history, Peter Bondanella has brought together a diverse range of essays which represent the cutting edge of
Italian film theory and criticism. This provocative collection will provide the film student, scholar or enthusiast with a comprehensive
understanding of the major developments in what might be called twentieth-century Italy's greatest and most original art form.

A Dictionary of Film Studies covers all aspects of its discipline as it is currently taught at undergraduate level. Offering
exhaustive and authoritative coverage, this A-Z is written by experts in the field, and covers terms, concepts, debates,
and movements in film theory and criticism; national, international, and transnational cinemas; film history, movements,
and genres; film industry organizations and practices; and key technical terms and concepts. Since its first publication in
2012, the dictionary has been updated to incorporate over 40 new entries, including computer games and film, disability,
ecocinema, identity, portmanteau film, Practice as Research, and film in Vietnam. Moreover, numerous revisions have
been made to existing entries to account for developments in the discipline, and changes to film institutions more
generally. Indices of films and filmmakers mentioned in the text are included for easy access to relevant entries. The
dictionary also has 13 feature articles on popular topics and terms, revised and informative bibliographies for most
entries, and more than 100 web links to supplement the text.
Music in Action Film is the first volume to address the central role of music and sound in action film—arguably the most
dominant form of commercial cinema today. Bringing together 15 essays by established and emerging scholars, the book
encompasses both Hollywood blockbusters and international films, from classic works such as The Seven Samurai to
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contemporary superhero franchises. The contributors consider action both as genre and as a mode of cinematic
expression, in chapters on evolving musical conventions; politics, representation, and identity; musical affect and agency;
the functional role of music and sound design in action film; and production technologies. Breaking new critical ground
yet highly accessible, this book will be of interest to students and scholars of music and film studies.
In recent years, there has been something of an explosion in the performance of live music to silent films. There is a wide
range of films with live and new scores that run from the historically accurate orchestral scores to contemporary sounds
by groups such as Pet Shop Boys or by experimental composers and gothic heavy metal bands. It is no exaggeration to
claim that music constitutes a bridge between the old silent film and the modern audience; music is also a channel for
non-scholarly audiences to gain an appreciation of silent films. Music has become a means both for musicians and
audiences to understand this bygone film art anew. This book is the first of its kind in that it aims to bring together writings
and interviews to delineate the culture of providing music for silent films. It not only has the character of a scholarly work
but is also something of a manual in that it discusses how to make music for silent films.
This provocative and unique anthology analyzes Quentin Tarantino's controversial Inglourious Basterds in the contexts of
cinema, cultural, gender, and historical studies. The film and its ideology is dissected by a range of scholars and writers
who take on the director's manipulation of metacinema, Nazisploitation, ethnic stereotyping, gender roles, allohistoricism,
geopolitics, philosophy, language, and memory. In this collection, the eroticism of the club-swinging and avenging "Bear
Jew," the dashed heroism of the "role-playing" French and German females, the patriotic fools and pawns, the amoral
yokel, Lieutenant Aldo Raine, and the cosmopolitan, but psychopathic Colonel Landa, are understood for their true
functions in what has become an iconoclastic pop-culture phenomenon and one of the classics of early twenty-first
century American cinema. Additionally, the book examines the use of "foreign" languages (subverting English and
image), the allegory of Austria's identity in the war, and the particularly French and German cinematic influences, such as
R. W. Fassbinder's realignment of the German woman's film and the iconic image of the German film star in Inglourious
Basterds.
Audiences as well as other artists have responded to Franz Schubert's music with passion, both during his time and in
the past two centuries. Musicians, painters, writers, and filmmakers have all found a connection with him, integrating his
music into their own works in ways that have given their works greater depth. Our Schubert: His Enduring Legacy
examines Schubert and the ways audiences and artists_both his contemporaries and their descendents_relate to him,
analyzing some of the uses of Schubert's music and providing an intimate portrait of the man. Divided into two parts, part
one focuses on Schubert's own time, discussing many aspects of Schubert's life and the effects they had on his
compositions, such as the special importance and personal function Schubert's songs held for the composer and their
effect on his other works; his association with his contemporaries; and the subtleties of his political activism. Part two
considers Schubert's legacy, investigating the composer's ability to arouse passion in other artists through the intervening
years to the present. This fascinating study includes several photos as well as a select bibliography and discography that
include the works discussed.
Despite their name, the silent films of the early cinematic era were frequently accompanied by music and other sound
elements of many kinds, including mechanical instruments, live performers, and audience sing-alongs. The 12 chapters
in this concise book explore the multitude of functions filled by music in the rapidly changing context of the silent film era,
as the concept of cinema itself developed. Examples are drawn from around the globe and across the history of silent
film, both during the classic era of silent film and later uses of the silent format. With contributors drawn from film studies
and music disciplines, and including both senior and emerging scholars, Music and Sound in Silent Film offers an
essential introduction to the origins of film music and the cinematic art form.
Music is a central component of video games. This book provides methods and concepts for understanding how game
music works.
Why study music? How much practical use is it in the modern world? This introduction proves how studying music is of
great value both in its own terms and also in the post-university careers marketplace. The book explains the basic
concepts and issues involved in the academic study of music, draws attention to vital connections across the field and
encourages critical thinking over a broad range of music-related issues. • Covers all main aspects of music studies,
including topics such as composition, opera, popular music, and music theory • Provides a thorough overview of a hugely
diverse subject, from the history of early music to careers in music technology, giving a head-start on the areas to be
covered on a music degree • New to 'neume'? Need a reminder about 'ripping'? - glossaries give clear definitions of key
musical terms • Chapters are carefully structured and organized enabling easy and quick location of the information
needed
DIVEssays on film soundtracks composed of popular music (rather than the composed film score) both in relation to the
films, and circulating separately on record./div
Science fiction films present hypothetical futures, featuring imagined technological advancements--not yet realized but
perhaps (more or less) plausible. Yet how much of what audiences see is within the bounds of possibility? Can we really
envision what a black hole looks like? Can dinosaurs really be genetically re-engineered? Originating from an annual
Science Fiction Film Series in Denver, Colorado, this volume of essays examines 10 films, with a focus on discerning the
possible, the unlikely, and the purely science fictional. With essays by scientists in relevant fields, chapters provide
analyses of the movies themselves, along with examination of the actual science (or lack thereof) in each film.
The purpose of this book, through its very creation, is to strengthen the dialogue between practitioner and theorist. To
that end, a film academic and musicologist have collaborated as editors on this book, which is in turn comprised of
interviews with composers alongside complementary chapters that focus on a particular feature of the composer’s
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approach or style. These chapters are written by a fellow composer, musicologist, or film academic who specializes in
that element of the composer’s output. In the interview portions of this book, six major film composers discuss their work
from the early 1980s to the present day: Carter Burwell, Mychael Danna, Dario Marianelli, Rachel Portman, Zbigniew
Preisner, and A.R. Rahman. The focus is on the practical considerations of film composition, the relationship each
composer has with the moving image, narrative, technical considerations, personal motivations in composing, the
relationships composers have with their directors, and their own creative processes. Contemporary Film Music also
explores the contemporary influence of electronic music, issues surrounding the mixing of soundtracks, music theory,
and the evolution of each composer’s musical voice.
Music is central to any film, creating a tone for the movie that is just as vital as the visual and narrative components. In
recent years, racial and gender diversity in film has exploded, and the making of musical scores has changed drastically.
Hearing Film offers the first critical examination of music in the films of the 1980s and 1990s and looks at the burgeoning
role of compiled scores in the shaping of a film . In the first section, "A Woman Scored," Kassabian analyzes desire and
agency in the music of such films as Dangerous Liaisons, Desert Hearts, Bagdad Café, Dirty Dancing and Thelma and
Louise. In "At the Twilight's Last Scoring," she looks at gender, race, sexuality and assimilation in the music of The Hunt
for Red October, Lethal Weapon 2 and Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom. And finally, in "Opening Scores," she
considers how films such as Dangerous Minds, The Substitute, Mississippi Masala and Corrina, Corrina bring together
several different entry points of identification through their scores. Kassabian ensures that modern film criticism has a
new chapter written through this book. Her important and long-overdue analysis is not to be ignored. Also includes eleven
musical examples.
What is the relationship between cinema and spectator? This is the key question for film theory, and one that Thomas
Elsaesser and Malte Hagener put at the center of their insightful and engaging book, now revised from its popular first
edition. Every kind of cinema (and every film theory) first imagines an ideal spectator, and then maps certain dynamic
interactions between the screen and the spectator’s mind, body and senses. Using seven distinctive configurations of
spectator and screen that move progressively from ‘exterior’ to ‘interior’ relationships, the authors retrace the most
important stages of film theory from its beginnings to the present—from neo-realist and modernist theories to
psychoanalytic, ‘apparatus,’ phenomenological and cognitivist theories, and including recent cross-overs with
philosophy and neurology. This new and updated edition of Film Theory: An Introduction through the Senses has been
extensively revised and rewritten throughout, incorporating discussion of contemporary films like Her and Gravity, and
including a greatly expanded final chapter, which brings film theory fully into the digital age.
This new collection of writings on Alfred Hitchcock considers Hitchcock both in his time and as a continuing influence on
filmmakers, films and film theory. The contributions, who include leading scholars such as Slavoj Zizek, Laura Mulvey,
Peter Wollen, and James Naremore, discuss canonical films such as Notorious and The Birds alongside lesser-known
works including Juno and the Paycock and Frenzy. Articles are grouped into four thematic sections: 'Authorship and
Aesthetics' examines Hitchcock as auteur and investigates central topics in Hitchcockian aesthetics. 'French Hitchcock'
looks at Hitchcock's influence on filmmakers such as Chabrol, Truffaut and Rohmer, and how film critics such as Bazin
and Deleuze have engaged with Hitchcock's work. 'Poetics and Politics of Identity' explores the representation of
personal and political in Hitchcock's work. The final section, 'Death and Transfiguration' addresses the manner in which
the spectacle and figuration of death haunts the narrative universe of Hitchcock's films, in particular his subversive
masterpiece Psycho.
Since the days of silent films, music has been integral to the cinematic experience, serving, variously, to allay audiences'
fears of the dark and to heighten a film's emotional impact. Yet viewers are often unaware of its presence. In this bold,
insightful book, film and music scholar and critic Royal S. Brown invites readers not only to "hear" the film score, but to
understand it in relation to what they "see." Unlike earlier books, which offered historical, technical, and sociopolitical
analyses, Overtones and Undertones draws on film, music, and narrative theory to provide the first comprehensive
aesthetics of film music. Focusing on how the film/score interaction influences our response to cinematic situations,
Brown traces the history of film music from its beginnings, covering both American and European cinema. At the heart of
his book are close readings of several of the best film/score interactions, including Psycho, Laura, The Sea Hawk,
Double Indemnity, and Pierrot le Fou. In revealing interviews with Bernard Herrmann, Miklós Rósza, Henry Mancini, and
others, Brown also allows the composers to speak for themselves. A complete discography and bibliography conclude
the volume.
Music in Film: Soundtracks and Synergy discusses a broad range of films - from classical Hollywood through to American
independents and European art films - and offers a brief history of the development of music in film from the silent era to
the present day. In particular, this book explores how music operates as a narrative device, and also emotionally and
culturally. By focusing on the increasing synergy between film and music texts, it includes an extended case study of
Magnolia as a film script which developed from a pop song. Emphasis is also placed on the divide between the `high
culture' of the orchestral score and the `low culture' of the pop song.
Peter Larsen traces the history of music in film and discusses central theoretical questions concerning its narrative and
psychological functions. He looks in depth at film classics such a Howard Hawks's 'The Big Sleep' and Hitchcock's 'North
by Northwest' as well as later blockbusters such as 'Star Wars' and 'Bladerunner'.
American Smart Cinema examines a contemporary type of US filmmaking that exists at the intersection of mainstream,
art and independent cinema and often gives rise to absurd, darkly comic and nihilistic effects.
Written by a team of veteran scholars and exciting emerging talents, The SAGE Handbook of Film Studies maps the field
internationally, drawing out regional differences in the way that systematic intellectual reflection on cinema and film has
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been translated into an academic discipline. It examines the conversations between Film Studies and its contributory
disciplines that not only defined a new field of discourse but also modified existing scholarly traditions. It reflects on the
field's dominant paradigms and debates and evaluates their continuing salience. Finally, it looks forward optimistically to
the future of the medium of film, the institution of cinema and the discipline of Film Studies at a time when the very
existence of film and cinema are being called into question by new technological, industrial and aesthetic developments.
Kommentierte Bibliografie. Sie gibt Wissenschaftlern, Studierenden und Journalisten zuverlässig Auskunft über rund
6000 internationale Veröffentlichungen zum Thema Film und Medien. Die vorgestellten Rubriken reichen von
Nachschlagewerk über Filmgeschichte bis hin zu Fernsehen, Video, Multimedia.
This important first collection of writings about film music features articles on subjects as diverse as the use of musicians
in film narratives and the role of pop-stars as movie-stars
Sets movies in the contexts of their aesthetic and technological antecedents and reviews all important factors of and
issues pertaining to contemporary film and television production and theory.
Upon its premiere in July 1938 during a time of rising tension between the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, Sergei
Eisenstein's epic film Alexander Nevsky - with a score by preeminent composer Sergei Prokofiev - was widely lauded by
Soviet critics and audiences. The score, which Prokofiev wouldarrange as a separate cantata the following year,
approximates the film's narrative, depicting the Proto-Russian citizens of Novgorod's heroic victory over the invading
Teutonic Knights. A transparent allegory of contemporary Soviet might in the fact of Nazi war-mongering, the film is
regarded as aclassic exemplar of state intervention in the arts, commissioned by Stalin to bolster patriotism and national
pride, and Prokofiev's cantata remains one of his most performed works.Drawing from a wide range of archival materials,
musicologist Kevin Bartig reassesses the genesis of Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky cantata, as well as the various
historical projects that have given the music an enduring place in the international performance canon. Part of The
Oxford KeynotesSeries, this volume considers the ways in which time, place, socio-political concerns, and critical
traditions mediate the various meanings of an iconic work like Prokofiev's, and asks how musicians and listeners alike
have encountered its music both historically and today.
This volume establishes cinema as a vital force in Shanghai culture, focusing on early Chinese cinema. It surveys the
history and historiography of Chinese cinema and examines the development of the various aspects affecting the film
culture.
The relationship between Romanticism and film remains one of the most neglected topics in film theory and history, with
analysis often focusing on the proto-cinematic significance of Richard Wagner's music-dramas. One new and interesting
way of examining this relationship is by looking beyond Wagner, and developing a concept of audio-visual explanation
rooted in Romantic philosophical aesthetics, and employing it in the analysis of film discourse and representation. Using
this concept of audio-visual explanation, the cultural image of the Hungarian pianist and composer Franz Liszt, a
contemporary of Wagner and another significant practitioner of Romantic audio-visual aesthetics, is examined in
reference to specific case studies, including the rarely-explored films Song Without End (1960) and Lisztomania (1975).
This multifaceted study of film discourse and representation employs Liszt as a guiding-thread, structuring a general
exploration of the concept of Romanticism and its relationship with film more generally. This exploration is supported by
new theories of representation based on schematic cognition, the philosophy of explanation, and the recently-developed
film theory of Jacques Rancière. Individual chapters address the historical background of audio-visual explanation in
Romantic philosophical aesthetics, Liszt's role in the historical discourses of film and film music, and various filmic
representations of Liszt and his compositions. Throughout these investigations, Will Kitchen explores the various ways
that films explain, or 'make sense' of things, through a 'Romantic' aesthetic combination of sound and vision.
A detailed historical analysis of popular music in American film, from the era of sheet music sales, to that of orchestrated
pop records by Henry Mancini and Ennio Morricone in the 1960s, to the MTV-ready pop songs that occupy soundtrack
CDs of today..
This clear, well illustrated text takes the reader through the basics of film analysis, drawing on a wide range of film for
discussion. Questions of genre and the contexts and meanings of film are considered.
This book explores the role of music in the some five hundred feature-length films on the Middle Ages produced between
the late 1890s and the present day. Haines focuses on the tension in these films between the surviving evidence for
medieval music and the idiomatic tradition of cinematic music. The latter is taken broadly as any musical sound occurring
in a film, from the clang of a bell off-screen to a minstrel singing his song. Medieval film music must be considered in the
broader historical context of pre-cinematic medievalisms and of medievalist cinema’s main development in the course of
the twentieth century as an American appropriation of European culture. The book treats six pervasive moments that
define the genre of medieval film: the church-tower bell, the trumpet fanfare or horn call, the music of banquets and
courts, the singing minstrel, performances of Gregorian chant, and the music that accompanies horse-riding knights, with
each chapter visiting representative films as case studies. These six signal musical moments, that create a fundamental
visual-aural core central to making a film feel medieval to modern audiences, originate in medievalist works predating
cinema by some three centuries.
Politics, craft, and cultural nostalgia in the remaking of Star Wars for a new age A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far
away—way back in the twenty-first century’s first decade—Star Wars seemed finished. Then in 2012 George Lucas
shocked the entertainment world by selling the franchise, along with Lucasfilm, to Disney. This is the story of how, over
the next five years, Star Wars went from near-certain extinction to what Wired magazine would call “the forever
franchise,” with more films in the works than its first four decades had produced. Focusing on The Force Awakens
(2015), Rogue One (2016), The Last Jedi (2017), and the television series Rebels (2014–18), Dan Golding explores the
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significance of pop culture nostalgia in overcoming the skepticism, if not downright hostility, that greeted the Star Wars
relaunch. At the same time he shows how Disney, even as it tapped a backward-looking obsession, was nonetheless
creating genuinely new and contemporary entries in the Star Wars universe. A host of cultural factors and forces
propelled the Disney-engineered Star Wars renaissance, and all figure in Golding’s deeply informed analysis: from John
Williams’s music in The Force Awakens to Peter Cushing’s CGI face in Rogue One, to Carrie Fisher’s passing, to the
rapidly changing audience demographic. Star Wars after Lucas delves into the various responses and political uses of
the new Star Wars in a wider context, as in reaction videos on YouTube and hate-filled, misogynistic online rants. In its
granular textual readings, broad cultural scope, and insights into the complexities of the multimedia galaxy, this book is
as entertaining as it is enlightening, an apt reflection of the enduring power of the Star Wars franchise.
The invention of cinema was ingenious, so much so that virtually no-one quite knew what to do with it. In its earliest
stages, especially with the advent of the feature film, it needed models, and opera proved to be especially useful in that
regard. The allure of opera to cinema early in the twentieth century held up through the silent era, into sound films,
through the golden age of movies, and beyond. This book explores the numerous ways – some predictable, some
unexpected, and some bizarre – in which this has happened. The influence of Richard Wagner on filmmakers has been
especially striking, and some have even devised visual images that seem to emerge from a kind of non-verbal Wagnerian
essence – a formative, musical urge that can underlie a cinematic idea, defying explanation and remaining purely
sensory. Directors like Griffith, DeMille, Eisenstein, Chaplin, Bunuel or Hitchcock have intuited this possibility. Schroeder
provides a fascinating, well-researched and always entertaining account of the influence of one medium on another, and
shows that opera can often be found lurking in the background (or booming in the foreground) of an impressive range of
films.
Though movies have remained our foremost cultural pastime for over 100 years, many of us still know very little about
the tools used to create them. In this groundbreaking new book, Vincent LoBrutto provides an enjoyable and accessible
education in the art of cinema: using 50 landmark films spanning the history of the medium, LoBrutto illustrates such
important concepts as editing, production design, cinematography, sound, screen acting, narrative structure, and various
genres, nationalities, and film eras. Each concept is illustrated by the selection of a film that epitomizes its use, so that
readers will learn about film authorship in Citizen Kane, multiplot narrative in Nashville, widescreen filmmaking in Rebel
without a Cause, and screen violence in The Wild Bunch. Explaining the various tricks of the moviemaking trade,
Becoming Film Literate offers a crash course in cinema, one designed to give even the novice reader a solid introduction
to this complex and multifaceted medium. Though movies have remained our foremost cultural pastime for over 100
years, many of us still know very little about the tools used to create them. In this groundbreaking new book, Vincent
LoBrutto provides an enjoyable and accessible education in the art of cinema: using 50 landmark films spanning the
history of the medium, LoBrutto illustrates such important concepts as editing, production design, cinematography,
sound, screen acting, narrative structure, and various genres, nationalities, and film eras. Each concept is illustrated by
the selection of a film that epitomizes its use, so that readers will learn about film authorship in Citizen Kane, multiplot
narrative in Nashville, widescreen filmmaking in Rebel without a Cause, and screen violence in The Wild Bunch.
Providing a unique opportunity to become acquainted with important movies and the elements of their greatness,
Becoming Film Literate offers a crash course in cinema, one designed to give even the novice reader a solid introduction
to this complex and multifaceted medium.
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